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American Submarines Bag Three More Japanese Freighters To Increase Toll To Large Figures

Undersea Craft Have Sailed 51 Japanese Ships To The Bottom In Fascinating Frightened Duty, With Heavy Loss To Men And Materials—11 Others Are Still Holed

Mary L. S. Submarines Are Ranging In Japanese Waters; Threat Against Japan's Fleet Is Not Over

Ford Spokesman Say Automobile Industry Is Hitting Its Stride

WASHINGTON, March 6.—When President Roosevelt announced last week that the Ford Motor Company was making an additional amount of 25 cents per hour to each of its 200,000 employees, he was at liberty with no showing of his decision, it was announced yesterday by the President of the company.

The Ford Motor Company, established in 1912, is the largest automobile company in the world. It has a plant at Dearborn, Mich., and a number of branches in other parts of the country.

Ford's statement is the first indication of the increase in the company's production. It is expected to reach 1,000,000 in the current year.

The increase in production is due to the fact that the company has been able to expand its facilities and to increase its labor force.

The company has also been able to increase its output of parts and to reduce the cost of production. This has been accomplished by the use of new methods and by the introduction of new machinery.

The company's production is expected to reach 1,000,000 in the current year.
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ATKINS Insurance Agency
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DON'T PUT OFF YOUR REMODELING JOB

It is a simple opinion now that there will soon be

replacements of building and remodeling of private

houses. Rollings of critical materials being this to the

government and our adversary work for reducing

the use of some materials.

If you want your home grounded or repaired

this spring is the time to get the work done.

Lack of men is going to prevent you from getting this work done.

If you are employed, and if you get a salary instead of

service you can help yourself. We have helped many others in past years—we'll be

to help you.

Remodeling our stock of almost a good stock

in 

$30,000.00 by the United States

Government.

We will also sell Defense Bonds at 5 per cent.

Fulton Building

and Loan Association

TOLLHUR-6337

FULTON, KY.

SIMMONS GUARANTEES THE BEAUTREST FOR 10 YEARS

You know just what to do when you get a

Beautrest. If any attached defect does exist within

10 FULL YEARS your Beautrest will be rebral

charge. Simmons guarantees it!

DON'T BUY ANY MATTRESS UNTIL YOU HAVE SEEN A

BEAUTREST

The important points of the Beautrest . . . its

build, design, & color . . . its high end price per night . . .

places this mattress far above any other in our op-

inion. Would you agree with us, we do not know, but we advise SEE THE BEAUTREST before you

buy a mattress. You will Gladly study it to see and co-

clude its features without placing upon you any

obligation.

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
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Home Folks Speed War Effort

This is an "a-l-l-o-n" war—everybody has a hand in its conduct. One of us points the direction. Another parts his shoulder to the wheel. Still another does his clary—and a full one—merely by being out of the way.

Which is why we of the Illinois Central would like to thank some among our customers who are helping the nation by helping us to render better and faster transportation. Such transportation is an absolute essential for the support of the boys in camp, as well as those who are over there—and those who are here.

Worthy of special mention because the general public seldom sees their contributions are the shippers and receivers of freight who are speeding up their loading and unloading of cars, hurrying their needs, loading cars more rapidly than machines can handle, and increasing efficiency in freight practice all around.

In passenger service, also, our patrons are showing their desire to further our war effort in a number of ways. Noticeable on our trains is the tendency to travel with less baggage—to take along only those things that are essential to the trip. This means more room in baggage cars, coaches and sleeping cars, greater comfort, more pleasant and less expensive travel.

Passengers are additionally helpful, too, by making reservations well in advance, by taking space that is immediately available rather than waiting for preferred space, by arranging their itineraries to avoid delays when travel is heavy, such as weekends. Thanks are due especially for the prompt cancellation of reserved space when changes of plans must be made.

The Illinois Central is determined to continue to provide the most comfortable, safe and convenient transportation it possibly can through this great emergency. The consideration our patrons are so liberally giving us is most humbly thanked for that end.